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Telling Stories and Creating Jobs: 

Community Arts as a Tool for Social Change 

Art has traditionally been thought of as belonging to the cultural 

sphere of the elite. From Byzantine to Baroque, the art reuered in 

academic and popular culture has been produced for the cultural and 

fiscal bourgeois. Of course, art has always been produced by people 

from different social and economic groups- it's simply that their art 

was rarely thought of as ualuable or eHpressiue. One of the ways in 

which that art was marginalized was that it was categorized as 

"political" or "functional" art, ostensibly opposed to "aesthetic" art. 

In the late 20th century, howeuer, that heterodoHy is beginning 

to change. Art that is intimately connected to political issues, or to 

the material reality of people's liues, is beginning to be seen as 

important in the world of artistic commentary. Established arts 

institutions like Minneapolis's Walker Art Center are enthusiastically 

eHploring ways to facilitate community artists and arts organizations. 

It is cr~cial to note that this local thinking does not necessarily 

require a lessened focus on the traditional arts. A 1 979 Council for 

the Arts (UCLA) report notes that: 

Support for neighborhood arts does not require en "either-or" decision 

against the traditional arts. The· traditional arts, faced with formidable 

financial difficulties of their own, also require added support; the 

presentation of classical music, dance, end opera to new end more diuerse 

audiences remains en important goal. A balanced end planned program for 

the decentralization of arts facilities could meet the needs of both urban end 

suburban populations by making e diuersity of cultural modes readily end 

freely accessible. These facilities would supplement rather then supplant the 

eHisting cultural compleHes in downtown areas (UCLA, pl 19). 



Perhaps more important than the changes taking place in the 

upper echelons of art culture are the changes taking place on the 

local leuel, in the minds of community members and organizers. In the 

past, progressiue community organizers haue thought of their goals in 

largely material terms- the creation of new jobs, decreasing crime, 

improuing housing, and decreasing the school dropout rate. People 

tended to argue that improuing the artistic culture of a community 

was simply not as important as economic deuelopment. Undoubtedly, 

economic issues are of paramount importance to a disaduantaged 

community. Nonetheless, this type of thinking neglects the 

· connections between arts and economics, as well as between 

community culture and economics. 

In this paper, I intend to argue that the arts can be used as a 

ualuable tool for social change, both in terms of enriching community 

culture and intracommunity communication and by helping a 

neighborhood deuelop economically. In the first section of the paper, 

I discuss the ways in which the arts haue been used by different 

commu.nity organizations or indiuiduals to facilitate intracommunity 

communication and achieue social goals, both in the United States and 

in Minneapolis/St. Paul. In the second, I describe the usage of the 

arts as a tool for the economic empowerment of a community, 

locating eHamples on both a national and a local scale. In the third 

section, I recommend ways in which the Powderhorn Park 

neighborhood in Minneapolis might use some of this information to 

improue their arts programming, including ways to eualuate preuious 

and future programming. 
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Listening to Our Neighbors: The Arts end Cross-culturel Communication 

During World Wer 11, the Jepenese ere often depicted in U.S. 

propegendB es enimels- monkeys or epes. This representetion hes B 

wey of "otherizing" en enemy- constructing en imege of B group of 

people thet encoureges us to see them es fundementelly different 

from ourselues. Questions of "ectuel" difference eside for the 

moment, there is no denying thet one of the (intended) results of this 

portreyel wes dehumenizetion (Dower, p 1 03). As wes well known to 

militery megnetes, B dehumenized entity is, obuiously, much eesier to 

hete. 

People who hBd uisited Jepen or hed Jepenese friends were 

probebly less susceptible to such offensiue propegendB beceuse of 

the eHposure they hBd to Jepenese culture. EHposure to culture, then, 

helps to humenize people end decreese hetred end misunderstending. 

In contemporery society, this is one of the roles thet ertistic 

product.ion cen fulfill. The creetion of ert is Blmost intrinsicelly B 

"humenizing" ect, end one thet sheres culture. 

At B conference I ettended, Minneepolis ertist J. Otis Powell seid 

something thet struck B chord in. me- "Art is wey for people to tell 

their stories." We liue in B society thet eHBlts the myth of freedom of 

speech, one thet essumes thet beceuse eueryone hes B right to speek, 

eueryone will be heerd. Unfortunetely, eueryone is not heerd. Recent 

debetes ebout welfere meke this BIi too epperent- rerely is B person 

on welfere esked how they feel ebout the proposed chenges, end 

rerely is thet person esked if they think the mediB depiction of them 
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is accurate. Art is a way for people to speak their minds, and art that 

originates in and stays in a community can help open dialogue about 

CO mm Unity i S SU e S. I n my mind, the a rt S Can be a lJ a I U ab I e t O O I f Or 

intracommunity communication in four ways- building a sense of 

identity, spurring political action, creating or maintaining community 

groups, and representing traditionally marginalized uoices in the 

community. lneuitably, these forms of actiuism oi.Jerlap and build on 

each other- for eHample, the creation of strong community groups 

obuiously helps build the neighborhood's identity. 

Building a sense of community identity is perhaps the most cited 

goal in arts programming. Artistic projects can represent traditional 

community themes, symbolize community achieuements, and educate 

people about community history. Discussing the MacArthur Park 

renouations in Los Angeles, Adolfo Nodal writes in his How the Arts 

Made a Difference (1989) that: 

The artworks haue functioned symbolically. They haue restored a sense of 

history to the neighborhood, and reilluminated a beautiful neon skyline. They 

haue stimulated new uses for the park and fostered a community 

organization to protect and upgrade its enuironment. They haue also 

prouided educational opportunities and high-quality entertainment to a 

culturnlly-depriued neighborhood (Nodal, p62) 

By fostering a sense of history, demarcating community achieuements 

or ualues, and the like, the arts help create a sense of community 

identity. The arts can build a sense of community on multiple leuels. 

Not only can community members enjoy and interact in artistic space 

like MacArthur Park and so euolue their opinions about their 

community, the representation of neighborhoods in the media can be 
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changed. This change, obuiously, can motiuate more people and 

businesses to moue to the neighborhood and can affect local culture. 

Still discussing MacArthur Park, Nodal adds that: 

In 1983, when the MacArthur Park Public Art Program started, news couerage 

about the park was ouerwhelmingly negatiue, focusing on crime ... Frightening 

stories about senseless killings and other atrocities made the headlines daily. 

Although there is no denying that the park receiued its share of trouble, it 

became the media's metaphor for crime, receiuing a disproportionate amount 

of attention. This terrible image was slowly reuersed ouer the following four 

years as the public art and related programs reintroduced positiue new 

actiuities and attendant press couerage. The program also serued as a 

neutral starting point for the uarious city agencies and neighborhood 

residents to come together and deuelop a working agenda for positiue change 

(Nodal, p63). 

Nodal's description illuminates the way in which the arts helped 

reuitalize a neighborhood, encouraging long-term actiuism. 

There haue been numerous projects of this type, and the Twin 

Cities haue certainly had their share. These projects helped to 

chronicle the history of a particular community, demarcate its 

boundaries, or bring people together to enact positiue change in their 

communities. 

Photographer Wing Young Huie completed a set of photographs 

and interuiews about the ethnically diuerse Frogtown neighborhood in 

St. Paul. He displayed the results in a uacant lot at the corner of 

Uniuersity and Dale for one month beginning in late May of 1 995. Huie 

left a notebook at the site, asking for comments, and receiued a 

comment that makes it clear how art can function to decrease 

prejudice and facilitate communication: 

"I kept seeing people walking by or driuing by that could haue come right out 

of the pictures. They are people uery unlike me. They are the kind of people, 
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I admit, who I'm normally o little afraid of. Your humanistic ort hos helped 

me o little bit to not be afraid (Huie in Becker ond Justich, 1996, p5)." 

Some art is effectiue, then, when it humanizes people in a public 

space. The art itself serues a useful social purpose, and it is useful as 

long as it is seen. 

Other artistic uentures in Minneapolis neighborhoods effectiuely 

build a sense of community identity both because of their physical 

eHistence and because of the process of creation. Rrtist Marilyn 

Lindstrom superuised the creation of seueral murals that depict the 

history and culture of Minneapolis neighborhoods. She enlisted the 

help of neighborhood children to paint the murals, and recruited local 

artists to act as "mentors" for the project. The Neighborhood SafeRrt 

Program, then, built connections between youth and adults of 

different ethnic groups as a fundamental component of its program. 

In addition, participants learned about the history of the community 

and its social groups. Bruce Wright discusses the program in Public 

Rrt Review: 
Key to the effort is Lindstrom's incorporation of longuoge ond writing, o 

tecl)nique she applies through group discussions ond journal writing. It is o 

process thot ploys central role in producing the bold, powerful images thot 

characterize the murals: "The journals helped us understand our background 

and others' as well," says a 17-year-old artists Adrian Garza. "Euerybody hod 

their own journals, and we wrote .in them about our heritage." 

Teens researched their own cultural and ethnic backgrounds, wrote about 

these discoueries and on the chosen theme, picked symbols from their ethnic 

heritages, then copied them or adapted them to their own use. 

Poet Charles "Doc" Dauis ... held writing workshops with the teenagers to 

encourage them to eHpress personal thoughts about topics such as truth, 

community, the future, trust, and uisions of self. "A big part of the process of 

creating this mural and Neighborhood Safe Art Spot wos the writing," soys 

Dauis. "What this process does is bring youth together to work around reol 
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life. We asked the kids: What do you haue to offer your community? What 

does your community haue to offer you? How do you uiew yourself in your 

community? So most of the questions and answers were about empowerment 

(Wright, 1995, p43)." 

Minneapolis has also played host to a number of Gateway 

projects which help promote a sense of community identity. The 

Gateways Project is coordinated by the Rrts Commission of the 

Minneapolis Planning Department. The goal of the program is to 

create public art that has a special meaning for neighborhoods, 

insuring that the neighborhoods play an actiue part in the 

deuelopment of the projects. 

The Gateway process is long and emphasizes community 

inuoluement. Neighborhood groups come to the Rrts Commission with 

a proposal, and, if approued, begin the first stage of the Gateway 

process. During the first stage, the neighborhood selects a sponsor to 

coordinate the process. Usually, this is a neighborhood organization, 

but it can also be a consortium of neighborhood groups (In the case of 

the Gateway project on Central and Broadway, for eHample, fiue 

community organizations were appointed to coordinate the project). 

NeHt, the neighborhood(s) creates a proposal or a set or guidelines to 

send to artists (limited to MN artists). This proposal details the goals 

of the project and the community elements the neighborhood hopes 

to represent. 

In the second stage of the process, the neighborhood 

organization receiues and comments on proposals from artists, 

euentually selecting an artist to complete the project. 
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Community inuoluement in the first two stages is substantial, 

obuiously. The coordinating neighborhood organization(s) usually hold 

a series of community meetings to discuss the goals end parameters 

of the project, to discuss the guidelines to be sent to artists, end to 

reuiews artists' proposals. Once the artist hos been selected, the 

leuel of community participation seems to uary enormously from 

project to project. In the Phillips project, for eHample, there was a 

strong community presence et euery stage, including construction. In 

Camden, on the other hand, the community essentially turned the 

project ouer to the selected artist, resulting in some problems. 

One Gateway project which particularly helped conceptualize a 

sense of community was erected on the corner of Central and 

Broadway, directed by a consortium of neighborhood organizations. 

The project's initial focus was to acknowledge the early settlers of 

the neighborhood, primarily Northern European groups. Rs the project 

deueloped, the consortium decided that they would like to include 

other ethnic groups in the neighborhood, like Hmong and Latino 

people, t.o inuolue more people end commemorate the heritage of all 

of the neighborhood's residents. 

The community organizations contacted en artist, Susan Fiene, 

who researched the histories of t~e different ethnic groups end 

created a circular design in the style of each group. The "shields" ere 

displayed together on a bridge, symbolizing the common space of 

multiple groups in the neighborhood. In Northeast Park's Gateway 

project, recognition of the diuersity of cultures in the neighborhood 

facilitates cross-cultural communicoti~n, especially in the 

geographical uicinity of the project. 
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There are too many other eHamples of art building community in 

the Twin Cities to list them all here. In the summary of CultureTalks, 1:1 

conference discussing the role of art in community building, C1:1rolyn 

Bye 1:1nd Di1:1ne Herman write that: 

The community-building power of the arts in Minneapolis was demonstrated 

repeatedly in CultureTalks meetings as city residents talked about the 

meaning of art and culture in their liues. They talked about art as an 

eHpression of who they are and their cultural identity. In many cases, they 

described art as integral to their liues and communities, and not something 

which is separate from daily life and only eHperienced occasionally ( 1993, 

p 11 ). 

Arts c1:1n stimul1:1te communic1:1tion by spurring politic1:1I action. 

Often, 1:1rt projects call 1:1ttention to 1:1 pressing community issue 1:1nd 

encour1:1ge popul1:1r discussion 1:1nd 1:1gitation. This c1:1n dr1:1w or force 

the attention of lawmakers, who t1:1ke steps to deBI with the problem 

or issue. In But Is It Art?, Robert Pincus discusses a project in San 

Diego that criticized police brutality: 

This was one of twenty-fiue bus benches for the project. Their presence, and 

the resulting press couerage during late October and Nouember, was a 

catalyst for the police department to reuiew its policy on use of deadly force 

( 1 995, p43). 

In this instance, then, the 1:1rts helped address issues of police 

brut1:1lity th1:1t the community WEIS .concerned about. Uisual images 

m1:1y h1:1ue been able to m1:1ke El more powerful statement than words, 

and the piece serued both BS an instigation to actiuism 1:1nd as 1:1n 

educ1:1tional tool. 

There are plenty of eH1:1mples of loc1:1I artistic actiuism as well. 

The Greenchair Project helped both to build community by making 

connections between youth and other neighborhood residents and 
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instigated political interest and actiuism by bringing youth to 

Washington, D.C. More tangibly, artistic memorials by community 

members along Route 8 in Eastern Minnesota prompted legal changes. 

Moira Harris, Ph.D., writes in FORESIGHTthat: 

Once o rural rood, resorts, H casino, and increased deuelopment hod turned 

[Trunk Highway 8] into o dangerous commuter rood. After H three car collision 

with one fatality occurred in the late summer of 1994, the community took 

action. First, 56 white crosses (one for each highway death) were placed 

along the shoulders of what was considered the most hazardous stretch of 

the rood. Then signs were pointed and posted in nearby fields. The signs 

carried warnings in almost Burmo-Shoue style, such as: 

You tempt fate by driuing Eight. 

NeHt came o crowded meeting in the Chisago City Community Center, 

protesting the dangers of the road. In response the MN Dept. of 

Transportation studied the situation and, by the following summer, erected on 

additional stop and go light, paued, and widened the rood (1996, p4). 

In this fashion, "unofficial" community action elicited an "official" 

response. 

Artistic projects may facilitate communication in a community 

by leading to the institutionalization of other groups- groups that 
' 

maintain the artwork, become interested in another project, or 

actiuist groups. By creating other groups, artists can help fulfill one 

of the most important dictates of a_ctiuist art- that the process must 

continue when the artist is gone or the project finished. A report for 

the National Conference of State Legislatures published in 1987 

describes this potential of art: 

In the late 1950's, city planner Hons Blumenfeld and economists Edgar M. 

Hoouer and Raymond Uernon independently noted that ouer the years in any 

giuen city, state, or region, the principal eHport industries come and go. What 

remains is the human capitol and social infrastructure; if they ore in good 
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shape, then the city finds new eHport industries to replace the old ones. 

Thus, the arts as amenities that attract and retain talented people, foster the 

spirit of innouation and aduenture, and conuey the image that the city is 

indeed a head's-up place are real contributors to local economic deuelopment 

(1987, pui). 

The quote discusses human capitol ond its improuement, which ort

reloted groups clearly ore o port of. It olso hints thot this moy be 

more crucial, or ot least fundomentolly related to, economic 

deuelopment. 

Locally, the Gotewoys projects houe often serued os o uehicle 

for future community action. In Comden, for eHomple, there is plenty 

of green space around the project, ond the Comden Gardening Club 

hos dromoticolly increased both its responsibilities ond its 

membership to cope with upkeep. In Columbia Pork, on in-progress 

Gateway project will require the creation of o group to help mointoin 

the green space. In both instances, artistic projects haue helped to 

create o more institutionalized community presence in the form of 

groups created or enlarged to keep up the project's 'grounds. 

Perhaps one of the most important functions of arts 

programming ond projects is the representation of traditionally 

marginalized, or unheard, uoices. People who do not houe access to 

traditional uenues of representation, usually because of racism, 

seHism, clossism, homophobia, ond the like, con often use art to make 

a powerful statement. These statements serue to educate both the 

larger community and to create o sense of (resistant) identity for the 

disenfranchised community. R community with o sense of its marginal 

position and some of the mechanisms thot oppress it makes for a 
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more powerful octiuist group. Indeed, o critical consciousness and 

confidence might be some of the most important octiuist 

ch orocteristics. 

At the some time that artistic production might allow 

marginalized groups to uocolize the conditions of their oppression, it 

also might facilitate the identification of positiue elements of their 

community. Progressiue thinking in organizing hos recognized the 

importance of on "assets-based" approach to deuelopment that 

accompanies or supplants o "problem-soluing" approach. While the 

"problem-soluing approaches of the 1970s and 1980s emphasized the 

identification and eradication of negotiue elements in o community, 

"assets-based" approaches concentrate on location and propagation 

of community assets. Artistic ability of all types clearly falls under 

this designation, and it is important to recognize non-traditional 

artistry like croftspersonship, gardening, or choral singing. 

There are too many eHamples of minority artistic groups to euen 

begin to list them all. Groups like SUJA I A (Southwest Association for 

Indian Art~), Natiue Tongues, and El Campo Ruse all prouide a forum 

for discussion of the retention and euolution of minority cultures. 

Pincus's essay in But is it Art? prouides an eHample of representation 

of homeless uoices: 

For eHample, during a well-heeled Souiet Arts Festiual spearheaded by 

Maureen O'Connor, then mayor of San Diego, these same artists, with the 

assistance of playwright and actress Carla Kirkwood, director Bart Scher, and 

his theater troop Plus Fire Performance Group, produced a theatrical euent 

for the street in Nouember 1989. It lampooned the festiual, the mayor, and 

the Union-Tribune, Publishing Co., publisher of both local newspaper sand 

itself inuolued in tense labor negotiations at the time. The performance 

brought attention to- and welcomed the participation of- the homeless in 
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downtown San Diego ... The homeless joined the procession and offered 

spontaneous commentary on the words of speakers at an outdoor podium 

(1995, pl 1 ). 

Locally, the Phillips Gateway project prouides an eHcellent 

eHample of the representation of marginalized uoices. Constructed 

by artist Rafala Green and the people of the Phillips community, the 

project placed a strong emphasis on the incorporation of different 

uoices in the neighborhood. The process included a ten-week 

residency with ouer 650 students at Four Winds School, a 10-week 

residency at Anderson Open School, and Community Rrt Workshops. R 

pamphlet describing the process notes that: 

The workshop has prouided an inclusiue, non-judgmental, and constructiuely 

supportiue within which to sort out what it means to be a young adult 

today ... The Gateway has also prouided a frame of reference as youth 

consider their community and their future; it has inspired seueral participants 

to become inuolued in other neighborhood arts actiuities; many youth haue 

graduated from school and moued on to college or full-time employment; 

some haue chosen to pursue a career in the art with a special emphasis on 

community (1996, p5). 

Russell Smith writes in WhoCares that: 

Each p.ath is a multicultural mosaic of symbols from the fiue dominant ethnic 

groups in Phillips: Natiue American, African-American, Asian, Latino, and 

European. The paths conuerge at the entrance to the circle, passing under the 

arch to symbolize that 'whoeuer we are, we'ue all got to figure out how to 

walk through the same door,' says Green (1996, p31 ). 

By emphasizing process rather than product, the Phillips Gateway 

project has succeeding in representing the uoices of disparate 

elements in the Phillips community, one of the largest and most 

diuerse in Minneapolis. 

Clearly, the arts can greatly further- the aim of increasing 

intracommunity communication, through building community identity, 
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spurring political action, creating other neighborhood groups, and 

representing traditionally marginalized uoices. This increase in 

communication, needless to soy, is intrinsically tied to a set of more 

material issues- acquainted neighbors decrease crime, help each 

other get jobs, help each other's children with their homework, and 

the like. 

The Muse and the Market: 

Arts and Economic Deuelopment 

Quantifying the impact of the arts on economic relations in a 

community or o neighbor is perhaps o Sisyphean task. Many of the 

things I haue discussed that arts contribute to are, almost by 

definition, immeasurable. There is no way to tell, for much, eHactly 

how much community building took place during any giuen project. 

Similarly, while it may be easy to gauge attendance at a community 

arts euent, it is impossible to know how many businesses chose to 

moue into. an area partially because of its reputation for the arts. 

William Pound writes in Economic Impact of the Arts: A Sourcebook, 

that: 

Determining how many people are ~mployed by a performing arts institution 

is relatiuely easy; so is finding out the amount of entertainment taHes paid by 

those who attend performances. It is somewhat more difficult to gauge 

spending by the institution and its patrons through the local arts economy. 

These are the direct and indirect impacts. Going beyond them inuolues 

making informed judgments about things such as the degree to which the 

facility stems economic and physical deteriorations that otherwise might 

occur and the contribution that the particular institution or class of 
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institutions makes to area's ouernll mobility and competitiue aduantage 

(1987, pl 28). 

Indeed, the indirect benefits, the nonquantifable benefits, may be the 

most profound in terms of the contribution that the arts make to B 

local economy. Pound continues, quoting economist Oauid Cwi: 

While the rate of job creation within the local cultural sector is comparable to 

other parts of the local seruice sector, the arts' major contribution to 

economic deuelopment is indirect. For most cities, therefore, the greatest 

economic deuelopment potential of the arts is in indirect effects. As Cwi 

writes: 

"The true significance of the arts in economic deuelopment may not lie so 

much in the quantifiable direct and indirect effects on the economy of a 

community as it does in the improuement and attractiueness of the city and 

center city ... The arts can contribute to changing a city's image, retaining 

downtown retail trade, drawing more tourists to the city, creating markets 

for new business, encouraging new priuate inuestment from suburban to city 

locations. They may also deuelop community pride and spirit and improue the 

chances for success of larger downtown deuelopment projects such as 

conuention centers (1987, pl 45). 

It's important to note, then, that the arts contribute to the 

economies of cities and communities in B myriad of ways, and that 

not Bil of ,hem will be readily apparent. 

The arts do contribute to local and national economies in some 

quantifiable ways, howeuer. The process of quantification is perhaps 

painstaking, but arts can contribute to the local economy in three 

fairly tangible ways- they can haue B high fiscal yield, beautify the 

physical enuironment, and encourage tourism in communities. 

The arts haue long been understood, in economic terms, as a 

genre of actiuities that haue B low fiscal.input and B high fiscal 

output. Artists often use relatiuely cheap materials, though euen an 
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eHpensiue production usually generates much more money than it 

requires. That's not to soy, of course, that there isn't o high degree of 

labor put into the arts. On o notional leuel, the Hmericon nrts Hllionce 

reports on the income generated: 

Nonprofit arts institutions and organizations generate on estimated $37 

billion in economic octiuity and return $3.4 billion in federal income toHes to 

the U.S. Treasury each year ... For euery dollar the Notional Endowment for the 

Arts (NEA) inuests in communities, there is o 20-fold return in jobs, seruices, 

and contracts (1996, pl). 

nrt simply makes good economic sense. Programs generate 

jobs, attract business, and the like. In Denuer, o study on the 

economic impact of the arts in metropolitan Denuer generated the 

following results: 

In 1992, the scientific and cultural organizations in the metropolitan Denuer 

area: 

-hod o soles impact of $461 million 

-as o group ranked 12th largest among priuote Denuer metro employers 

-eHperienced 7.3 million uisits 

-outperformed the Nuggets, the Broncos, and the Rockies in combined home-

game attendance 

-offered more than 10,600 perform onces and cultural opportunities- up 44 

percent from 1 989 

-prouided 1.1 million contacts with ore school children through educational 

programs (1993, pl). 

Clearly, the arts were o powerful contributor to the economy of 

metropolitan Denuer in 1992. In Minnesota, the arts enjoy o similarly 

profitable status. n McKnight Foundation report, Here and Now, 

published in 1996, indicates that: 

[The) estimated direct spending by Minnesota arts organizations in 1994 

[was) $244 million. [The) estimated economic impact of Minnesota arts 

organizations in 1994 [was) $900 million (1996, p9). 
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The arts in Minnesota, then, ere en incredibly lucretiue business, 

generating almost fiue times es much money es was put into them. 

The arts ere en industry that is growing rapidly, end it makes sense 

that implementation of arts programs can help economies both 

nationally end locally. Elinor Bowles's report on Community 

Deuelopment end the Arts argues that: 

Numerous studies houe demonstrnted thot the not-for-profit orts sector hos 

o significont impoct on locol economies. R study conducted by the Notionol 

Assembly of Locol Arts Agencies (NALAA) in 1993, the most eHtensiue study of 

the orts ond the economy to dote, found thot 1.3 million full-time-equiuolent 

jobs in the United Stotes ore o direct result of eHpenditures by nonprofit orts 

orgonizotions. These orgonizotions genernte $25.2 billion in personol income, 

$790 billion in locol gouernment reuenue, ond $3.4 billion in federnl income 

toH reuenue. The orts olso genernte ond support non-orts businesses, ond by 

enhoncing o city's imoge ond improuing its enuironment, they ottrnct tourists, 

inuestment, industry, ond new residents (p21 ). 

One of the ways that the arts can help communities prosper, 

then, is through enuironmentel beautification. It simply makes sense 

that improuing the physical features of a community makes it a more 

desirable piece to moue into, both for businesses end indiuiduels. A 

UCLA Council for the Arts report suggested that: 

The physicol enuironment is the skeletol frnmework for the economy. 

Deuelopment of physicol resources ouer time must be compotible with 

chonging sociol ond economic octiuity. The orts industry, os on integrol port 

of o deueloping seruice economy, moy contribute to importont economic 

returns- ot leost in portions of the locol economy- euen though the orts 

industry moy not be directly responsible for genernting these benefits (1979, 

pt 41) 

The physical enuironment, then, can be greatly beautified by artistic 

production. The UCLA report goes on to suggest that this 
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beautification is one of the main things that attracts business to an 

area: 
One of the most important changes in recent years has been the increasing 

significance accorded to the quality-of-life factor in economic deuelopment 

programs. Ouer time, the quality-of-life factor has become stronger relatiue 

to other traditional inuestment factors. Jobs follow people in two respects: 

Businesses that depend on markets tend to follow population (although 

density, as well as total size, is important); and business inuestment is more 

likely in places that are attractiue to educated, highly skilled workers, 

managers, and entrepreneurs (1979, pl 34). 

Integrally connected to the attraction of new businesses to an 

area is tourism. Significant data shows that arts industries can 

attract tourist dollars to an area, reuitalizing its economy. In 

Northeast Minneapolis, the Art-a-Whirl Artcrawl clearly boosted the 

local economy. The UCLA report comments on tourism as well: 

The strongest, most direct, and most frequent connections between amenities 

[arts] and urban economic deuelopment are those inuoluing tourism and 

downtown deuelopment. Tourism is, by its uery nature, an amenity industry, 

and the retail and office facilities that make up downtowns depend heauily 

on the ability of the central business district to compete with suburban malls . 
for shoppers and to offer pleasant surroundings for office workers. Where 

tourism and downtown deuelopment are priorities, elements such as 

animation, design quality, cultural resources, and natural and scenic 

resources are likely to play significa_nt roles. Amenities haue a similarly 

strong relationship to neighborhood deuelopment, both commercial and 

residential (1979, pl 37). 

An eHample of this economic uitality and ability to attract tourists is 

the Mississippi Delta Blues Festiual, in Greenuille, Mississippi. 

Bowles' report analyzes the festiual, noting that: 

A main Mississippi tourist attraction, it is, according to an eHecutiue at the 

local Chamber of Commerce, "Greenuille's biggest economic asset." The 
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festiuol's success hos spawned other clues-related octiuities in the city ... R 

recent study showed that the festiuol contributed $1.6 million to the 

Greenuille economy in 1991 (Bowles, p21 ). 

Arts and arts organizations can be a significant boon to local and 

national economies, then, in at least three ways- they haue a higher 

fiscal output than input, they can attract business by beautifying the 

neighborhood physically, and they can attract tourism and spawn 

tourist-related industries. 

Powderhorn Park and the Arts 

It ought to already be clear that almost any type of arts 

programming in bound to result in an increase in cross-cultural 

communication and deuelop neighborhoods economically. 

Nonetheless, there are some specific elements of programs that seem 

to be more effectiue than others. The intangibility of the benefits of 

arts programming makes it difficult to identify specific traits that 

haue been of particular importance, though it seems clear to me that 

successful ·arts programming tends to do seueral things- incorporate 

community uoices, insure a continued presence, inuolue itself with 

youth, and possess an eualuation mechanism. While I think that 

Powderhorn Park Neighborhood Association's arts programming 

already does some of these things, I hope it will be useful to 

emphasize the elements that I haue found to be particularly 

successful. 

One of the ways that the arts can fa·cilitate cross-cultural 

communication is the incorporation of different uoices, discussed in 
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an earlier section. Not all arts programs do this, howeuer. 

Particularly in their earliest projects, organizers often create 

programs without eHtensiue community participation. The programs, 

more often than not, are unsuccessful. 

In the Camden Gateway project, one of the neighborhood 

organizations that made up the consortium assumed most of the 

planning duties for the project. I spoke with a woman at another 

organization who told me that there was no uote taken, and that 

community members who strongly disliked the project had the uoices 

ignored. Particularly, they found the sculptures unattractiue, and 

pointed both to their lack of releuance to the community and 

potential security risk. There were a host of artist proposals for the 

Camden Gateway, and I strongly doubt that there was not a proposal 

that all of the community groups could haue been happy with. 

Disclusion of some community members hampered the project's 

success. 

Inclusion of multiple uoices can make for an enormously 

successfu~ program, howeuer. Jan Cohen-Cruz writes in "The 

American Festiual Project" that: 

In later discussion, an African American woman inuolued in an upcoming AFP 

in Mississippi emphasized the deuelopmental ualue of basing a community 

project in the participants' eHperience, something missing in eHisting 

dramatic teHts. She saw it as a good model for the black kids she works with, 

who haue little self-esteem. Through the gathering of oral histories, they 

were beginning to deuelop a sense of cultural pride, but the enacting of the 

stories seemed to her a wonderful neHt step (1994, pl 31 ). 

In the past, I think that PPNA has done a relatiuely good job 

including people from the community in its deliberations. That 

inclusion has probably made projects deuelop more slowly-
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democracy is neuer eHpedient- but I suspect that it hos resulted in o 

higher rote of success for most programming. Some community 

residents told me that they thought euents ought to be better 

oduertised. Though there is already o fair amount of oduertising, 

perhaps there need to be more notices in public places in the 

community- at the pork, at MoyDoy cofe, on telephone poles, and the 

like. Lamentably, people may not read the PPNR newsletter. To 

attract more people to community meetings, perhaps food or coffee 

might be serued- perhaps donated by local businesses. 

Community inuoluement is important not only because it 

facilitates the success of indiuiduol projects, but also because it helps 

insure the continued presence of the arts in o community. 

ParadoHically, a community organizer's ultimate goal may be to work 

her or himself out of o job, ideally turning ouer their responsibilities 

to co m mun it y u o I u n tee rs. I n the cos e of the a rt s, it is c I ear to me 

that successful arts programming is frequent and peruasiue. In 

Powderhorn Park, I houe noticed that most arts programming consists 

of one-ti~e euents rather than longer-duration programs. While 

these euents are clearly uoluoble and houe been successful, I think 

PPNA might want to try some more institutionalized programs

summer classes in the pork, projec~s which require a group for 

upkeep, etc. Clearly, groups of people that meet each other regularly 

are much more likely to form lasting bonds than those who 

participate in o singular euent together. 

Rrts programming might be made more peruosiue by doing more 

work with youth. Children who are educ_oted in the arts ore often 

enthusiastic about continuing arts programs, and become adults who 
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have a sense of the value of the arts in a community. The UCLA 

Council for the Arts report provides this recommendation: 

For the neighborhood arts programs to deuelop in the long run, there must be 

educational programs to build future community inuoluement with the arts. 

Recent studies indicate that an interest in the arts often is generated during 

childhood and adolescence, making it euident that the schools and 

neighborhood organizations directed to young people haue particularly 

critical roles to play in deueloping a wider and more permanent audience. 

Indeed, much of the eHisting audience is young, and in the case of popular 

music and dance, teenagers represent a substantial portion of the market. 

Often, howeuer, this interest is temporary and ephemeral, diminishing as 

adulthood is attained and the process of raising a family begins. One task of 

education is to stimulate an appreciation of the arts as a lifetime eHperience 

eHtending far beyond adolescence, seen as an essential part of the 

enjoyment of liuing (1979, p45). 

Stimulating interest in the arts in young people may not have 

immediately noticeable results, then, but the community might have a 

much more active artistic presence in 10 or 20 years. Furthermore, 

projects like the Phillips Gateway and Neighborhood SafeArts Spot 

demonstrate the viability of reaching youth, and the profound ability 

of the arts to bring youth of different ethnic and socio-economic 

backgrounds together. In addition, arts education can make students 

i.nto more concerned community members and productive students. 

Agnes Gund's article "Education and Art in the Community" notes that: 

There are many reasons for SIAS's [a community arts education program for 

youth] success, but it essentially boils down to the fact that art well taught is 

absolutely essential for a child's nourishment and growth. I don't belieue the 

program would be uiable without "real" artists (1994, pl 48). 

Powderhorn Park's arts programming might be greatly improved by 

the inclusion of an arts education program. Partnerships with local 

schools, including residencies and workshops, might be eHplored, and 
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classes might be instituted in the building at the park. RppendiH 1 

includes seueral summaries of arts education programs in Cincinnati, 

and some of these might proue to be useful models. 

Eualuating the success of arts programming past, present, and 

future is not an easy task. Most of the community organizations that 

I contacted had no real eualuation mechanism. Indeed, some of them 

hoped that I could suggest something. The uast majority of groups 

rely on neighborhood reuiew boards, anecdotal euidence, and surueys. 

Rrts programming in particular is a fairly young project, and 

eualuation mechanisms haue yet to be identified. The task is perhaps 

uniquely difficult, due to the somewhat intangible nature of the 

benefits of arts programming. 

In terms of economics, William Young has written a prototype 

economic impacts suruey in Community Rrts Agencies: A Handbook and 

Guide. The suruey is included as RppendiH 2 in this report, and PPNA 

might use it to gain some "hard data" about the economic effects of 

arts programming. The suruey would require some modification, but 

might prouide a useful model. 

Conclusion 

The arts are a ualuable and uital force in our liues. In this era of 

euer-decreasing funding for the arts, it may be particularly important 

to striue to recognize and support community arts. Neighborhood 

arts programming facilitates cross-cultural communication and 

deuelops neighborhoods economically in a host of ways- by giuing 

uoice to underrepresented groups, beautifying neighborhoods, and the 
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like. As such, arts programming is a necessary and crucial element in 

any neighborhood organization's deuelopment schema. 
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